Language has an inventory of words and expressions (e.g. especially, sort of, loosely speaking) used to communicate that what is being said is not exactly precise or complete. Referred to as hedges, they provide support for the conception of prototypically organized categories, developed by Eleanor Rosch in the 1970s and elaborated by her followers in subsequent decades.
Introduction
Language has an inventory of words and expressions used to communicate that what is being said is not exactly precise or complete. George Lakoff has referred to such metalinguistic devices as hedges, explaining that their "mean-ing implicitly involves fuzziness" and their "job is to make things fuzzier or less fuzzy" (1973: 471) . From a syntactic point of view, a great number of hedges are adverbs and sentence adverbials which function in sentences as modifiers, for example: loosely speaking, strictly speaking, technically, especially, chiefly, specifically, in particular, very. However, hedges are not a grammatically uniform group, as they include other word categories and even punctuation marks. 1 As Ken Hyland (1994 and remarks, a hedge is any metalinguistic device that marks uncertainty, hesitation, ambiguity, and tentativeness.
Hedges express varying degrees of category membership. As Lakoff demonstrates, a hedge par excellence indicates the most central member of a category (as in A robin is a bird par excellence), while sort of points to a peripheral example of the category (as in A penguin is sort of a bird). What is more, loosely speaking does not merely exclude the central member but points to "things that would not ordinarily be considered members" (as in Loosely speaking, a telephone is a piece of furniture) (Lakoff 1973 , Taylor 1995 . Such hedges as loosely speaking show that not only are category boundaries flexible, but they can also be redefined. These findings provide support for the conception of prototypically organized categories, whereby categories display degrees of typicality and their boundaries are blurred (Rosch 1973; Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 2007: 145) .
What bearings do the above findings have on defining practice? From the point of view of practical lexicography, hedges are convenient tools that make the definer's task much easier. Rather than describing all possible exemplars and features of the category of meaning being defined, which is often doomed to failure, the definer highlights what is typical of this category. 2 The former situation reflects the classical approach to meaning, which had dominated linguistic thought since Aristotle. This approach rests on the assumption that a meaning is identified through a fixed set of necessary and sufficient features. The same assumption underpins the construction of the traditional definition (genus proximum plus differentia specifica), 3 which presupposes that the lexicon is organized hierarchically and that lexemes can be defined in discrete rather than continuous terms. 4 If lexicographers adhere uncritically to the classical principle of defining, they end up with verbose and over-specific definitions 5 (Atkins and Rundell 2008) . In the attempt to search for necessary conditions for the use of a word, lexicographers are likely to obscure central meanings by marginal ones. Hedges do not merely emphasize the prototype but downtone potentially controversial features; for example, as Geeraerts (2006) points out, fruit is usually sweet, not sour like lemons.
Prototype theory is relatively new in the history of linguistics. It was developed by a cognitive psychologist Eleanor Rosch in the 1970s through a series of experiments on the internal structure of categories. Empirical evidence collected by Rosch and her colleagues attracted considerable attention of linguists. Since the early 1980s the theory has exerted a great impact on cognitive linguistics, which is reflected by the growing body of literature with prototypes in the center of scholarly attention (e.g. Lakoff 1987; Langacker 1987; Taylor 1995; Geeraerts 1997; Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 2007) .
Prototype theory has recently drawn a great deal of attention from dictionary makers and researchers (Hanks 1994 , Rey 1990 , Swanepoel 1994 , Van der Meer 1999 , Geeraerts 2006 , Zgusta 2006 . In a discussion of the relationship between prototypicality and lexicography, Geeraerts concludes that cognitive semantics offers "an exciting perspective for the further development of lexicography" (Geeraerts 2006: 363) . It is also Zgusta (2006: 115) who notes that "prototype theory promises to be of great usefulness to lexicography". The New Oxford Dictionary of English (NODE-1998) is perhaps one of the first dictionaries to refer explicitly to cognitive linguistics as a basis for the description and presentation of meaning (cf. Geeraerts 2006 , Hanks 1994 . In the Preface, we read:
The New Oxford Dictionary of English is [...] informed by currently available evidence and current thinking about language and cognition. [...] Linguists, cognitive scientists, and others have been developing new techniques for analysing usage and meaning, and the New Oxford Dictionary of English has taken full advantage of these developments. Foremost among them is an emphasis on identifying what is 'central and typical' [...] The style of definition adopted for the New Oxford Dictionary of English aims in part to account for the dynamism, imaginativeness, and flexibility of ordinary usage. [...] The layout and organization of each entry in the dictionary reflect this new approach to meaning. Each entry has at least one core meaning, to which a number of subsenses, logically connected to it, may be attached. (Preface, NODE-1998) In accordance with the prototypical conception of meaning, the NODE-1998 editor recognizes the fact that the semantic structure of a lexical unit is fuzzy and flexible, with clusters of meanings related to one or more prototypical cores. One may expect that lexicographers who adopt the radial structure model will use special techniques for highlighting prototypical elements and for indicating relationships between meanings. One of these techniques is the use of hedges.
For anyone familiar with the history of dictionaries, it is easy to see that hedges are by no means a novelty for contemporary dictionary writers and that they have been used in definitions long before the rise of prototype theory. However, considering the usefulness of prototype theory for lexicographers, it is likely that hedges are applied more consciously now than before the rise of this theory. It follows that the use of hedges might have intensified over the recent decades. This is the main research question that this paper attempts to address. Other points of interest are whether there are other factors determining the use of hedges (besides the rise of prototype theory), and whether English dictionaries display preferences for particular sets of hedges. This paper aims to examine the frequency and distribution of hedges in definitions in major English dictionaries published over the past centuries.
Method

Materials
The dictionaries under study were published between 1785 and 2011, a period of time covering a large part of the history of English monolingual lexicography: An advantage of the above selection is that it includes the editions of the same dictionaries: two editions of Chambers and two editions of the Collegiate, published before and after the rise of prototype theory. This material was particularly worth exploring as it ensured the isolation of the effect of publication time on the use of hedges from other variables, notably dictionary type. Another advantage of the above selection is that it represents the main lexicographic genres that emerged over the past three centuries: general-purpose dictionaries for native speakers, scholarly historical dictionaries for the same readership, and dictionaries for learners. Johnson-1785 was one of the first English dictionaries which aimed at comprehensiveness of vocabulary coverage and thoroughness of treatment. Unlike earlier dictionaries of the 17th century, it aimed to be a scholarly record of the entire language. Along with rare and obsolete words used in English literature, the dictionary covered ordinary everyday words, such as make, do, book, and their meanings. Johnson had a strong influence on subsequent dictionaries both in the United States and Britain, notably Webster-1864 and OED-1928 (Friend 1967 Hanks 2005; Landau 2009 ), which are also included in this study. Webster aimed to surpass Johnson by covering numerous terms of developing science, art, and technology. His definitions were more exhaustive than Johnson's, with a more elaborate sense division (Landau 2001: 70) . OED-1928 is the only historical work in this selection, designed to serve students and scholars as a scholarly resource for research into the history of the English language. NODE-1998, COD-2011, the two editions of the Collegiate (1963 and 2004) , and the two editions of Chambers (1952 and 2011) , are relatively recent publications for a popular audience. They are single volume works designed to satisfy the needs of a wide range of native speakers especially when they arise while reading. As a dictionary for EFL learners, LDOCE-2005 represents a relatively new genre in English lexicography. A distinguishing feature of this dictionary is that it uses in its definitions a restricted set of defining vocabulary of around 2000 words. Although the above selection is modest, it covers the dictionaries that have been extremely influential in both English (Johnson-1785 , OED-1928 and American lexicography (Webster-1865) . The dictionaries under study either shaped English lexicography or grew directly out of the long tradition of dictionary making. They vary considerably one from another with respect to the target audience, the publication date, the amount and type of information provided. All these factors may have an effect on the use of hedges.
Data preparation
Approximately 30 to 60 pages were drawn randomly from each dictionary. 6 The page images were converted into text files using OCR software. 7 The data were further processed by extracting definitions, and removing other parts of entries. The text was proofread and checked. To facilitate the identification of hedges, abbreviated forms such as esp and usu, which were conventionally used in some of the dictionaries, were expanded to their full forms. For the same purpose, some abbreviations were converted to their variant forms; for example &c into etc., and e.g. into eg. The samples ranged in size from over 16,000 word tokens in the OED-1928, Johnson-1785, and LDOCE-2005 to 37,000 in the Collegiate-1963 (see Table 1 ), but in order to minimize the effect of different sample lengths, the hedge frequencies were normalized by 100,000. The comparison of two editions of the Collegiate seems to have been least affected by the size differences, as the samples were roughly comparable in length (37664 word tokens in Collegiate-1963 and 35019 in Collegiate-2004) . A similar situation obtained in Chambers (23550 in Chambers-1952 and 28153 in Chambers-2011) . 83 hedges were selected for the study, with more than half of them (48) being drawn from Lakoff (1973: 472) . 8 Due to the fact that Lakoff's list excludes a number of items that typically occur in definitions (e.g. etc, e.g., also, or, such as, usually) , while including those that are unlikely to be found in this type of text (e.g. in a manner of speaking, loosely speaking, mutatis mutandis), the selection was expanded by 35 additional hedges. These were identified by perusing dictionaries, including those under consideration. Given the fact that it was often impossible to make arbitrary decisions regarding whether a hedge is representative of the defining language, the majority of Lakoff's hedges were retained, 9 regardless of whether they were characteristic of definition style or not. The selection under study is by no means complete (see their grammatical variation in the Introduction), but it includes a large number of hedges that typically occur in definitions. The list is as follows: "a real", "a regular", "a true", "actually", "all but", "all but a", "almost", "also", "anything but a", "approximately", "as", "as if", "as it were", "assumed", "basi-cally", "believed", "broadly", "can be viewed as", "chiefly", "considered", "definitely", "eg", "especially", "essentially", "etc", "exceptionally", "for example", "for the most part", "generally", "in a manner of speaking", "in a real sense", "in a sense", "in a way", "in essence", "in one sense", "in particular", "kind of", "largely", "like", "likely", "literally", "look like", "looked upon", "looks like", "loosely speaking", "more or less", "mostly", "mutatis mutandis", "nominally", "occasionally", "often", "or", "par excellence", "particularly", "perhaps", "practically", "presumably", "pretty much", "principally", "quintessential", "rather", "really", "regarded", "relatively", "roughly", "seem", "seems", "so-called", "so to say", "sometimes", "somewhat", "sort of", "specifically", "strictly speaking", "such as", "technically", "tend", "tends", "typical", "typically", "usually", "very", "virtually" After identification of the hedges in each dictionary sample, their frequencies were computed and normalized per 100,000 with the aid of a specially designed computer program. 10
Data analysis
The hedges were analyzed with respect to the overall frequency of the tokens and the distribution of the types across the dictionaries. The results of the former analysis are presented in Figure 1 . As for the hedge types, their distribution is presented in Table 2 . For easier identification of the correlation between the dictionaries and the hedges, the data were visualized using a correspondence analysis (CA) plot. CA produces a pictorial representation of the variables (here dictionaries and the hedges) on the same set of axes ( Figure 2 ). The plot reveals associations between different data points on the basis of their cooccurrence (Glynn 2014: 133) . The association is greater for the points located in proximity to one another, and away from the center of the plot. CA was performed on the hedges with the highest overall frequency of occurrence; to that end, the hedges ranked 1-30 were taken into consideration (see Table 2 ). The CA plot indicates the most distinctive associations between the hedges and the dictionaries, but without showing whether the associations are statistically significant. For a more fine-grained view of these relations, a one-sided binomial test was performed on the same data, that is the first 30 rows of Table 2 . The goal of the test was to verify the hypothesis that the probability of obtaining the observed value of hedge frequency in each cell is significantly higher than chance probability. 11 The resulting p-values for this hypothesis are displayed in Table 3 . The values lower than the significance level 0.05, which are highlighted in grey, indicate that the frequencies are statistically higher than those expected by chance. 
Results and discussion
The first point to make is that the hedges occur in the definitions in a relatively high proportion, which ranges from 3.7% in Johnson-1785 to 8.2% in Collegiate-2004 (see Table 1 ). As shown in Figure 1 , they are used most frequently in the Collegiate (both editions), the OED, and Webster, and least frequently in Johnson and Chambers. The second point is that they occur statistically more frequently in the recent edition of the Collegiate than in the one from 1963 (8225 word tokens in Collegiate-2004 vs. 7533 in Collegiate-1963 . 13 A similar finding emerges from the comparison of the two editions of Chambers (6347 word tokens in Chambers-2011 and 5508 in Chambers-1952) . 14 Analyzing the data in Tables 2 and 3, one finds that there is a great deal of variation in the use of hedges across the dictionaries. Although they are distributed rather unevenly in the dictionaries, the texts display preferences for particular sets of hedges. Johnson relatively rarely used hedges (3.7%), but it does not mean that he dispensed with them altogether. He arguably preferred sometimes, kind of, sort of, such as, generally, rather, seems/seem, perhaps, almost. They are characteristic of Johnson's defining style, as they occur significantly more often than one would expect by chance (see Table 3 ). Interestingly, Johnson appears to have a tendency to use hedges that point to less typical examples of a category (sometimes) or those extending the category boundary (rather, almost). For example, sometimes introduces secondary senses and less typical grammatical and semantic properties of words: farewell The parting complement; adieu ... It is sometimes used only as an expression of separation without kindness. hight ... 4. It is sometimes used as a participle passive: called; named. none ... 4. None of sometimes signifies only emphatically nothing. virtue ... 5. Efficacy ; power. Before virtue is used sometimes by and sometimes in Looking at Table 2 , one notices that especially, typically / typical, usually, which have become a standard feature of the metalanguage of many contemporary dictionaries, are rarely used in Johnson. According to Hanks (2005, 265) , the lack of "and the like", "any of various", and "etc." should be attributed to Johnson's ability to "write pointed, no-nonsense definitions, seizing again and again on the central point." In quantitative terms, Webster stands in contrast to Johnson, as the former has twice as many hedges as the latter (7559 and 3714, respectively) ( Figure 1) . The reasons lie in Webster's earlier edition of 1828, which had borrowed heavily from Johnson, using the latter as a "working base" for constructing the definitions (Friend 1967, 44-5) . In this edition, a number of definitions were copied from Johnson verbatim or revised by adding more details on the basis of Johnson's examples. Webster's attention to details manifests itself by a more finegrained division of senses 15 and provision of typical contextual uses of a word being defined. Roughly speaking, what Johnson provides in illustrative quotations Webster (1828) includes in definitions following the hedge as: Johnson-1785 Worth noting is that as is distinctively associated with both Webster and its recent descendant, the Collegiate (see Table 2 ). The dictionary that comes second in the ranking (Figure 1) is the OED. One of the reasons for this dictionary being rich in hedges is certainly the fact that it is a historical dictionary. The methodology and the purpose of compiling historical dictionaries make hedges inevitable. Historical lexicographers examine corpus evidence and peruse countless uses of a lexical unit in order to determine one or more prototypical core senses and then possible lines of development of secondary and peripheral senses (see also Kay 2000) . The aim is to give a comprehensive account of the history of lexical units by uncovering the full path of their semantic change. A fully thorough treatment of meaning is impossible to accomplish when the description is to be rendered in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions. For one thing, indeterminacy of meaning causes demarcation problems, which can only be solved by focusing on what is typical in the semantic structure. It is more convenient to use hedges than to attempt to enumerate the entire range of category members or features. This strategy can be seen in the definition of head below, which mentions ale and beer as typical examples of liquor that bears a head, while omitting palm-wine which is nevertheless recorded in one of the citations (see below). head 10. A collection of foam or froth on the top of liquor, esp. ale or beer.
... 1760-72 ... Palm-wine .. bears a greater head than beer, and is of a very inebriating quality (OED)
The frequent use of hedges is a distinctive characteristic of the definition style, which is especially noticeable in the dictionaries that aim to serve as a historical record of the language. They aim to describe the entire semantic structure of lexical units by providing dominant and peripheral senses, along with less frequent and more specialized readings. Hedges along with an elaborate sense division (e.g. I, II, III, 1, 2, 3, a, b, c), albeit a linear one, are lexicographic means of capturing the prototype (Geeraerts 2006, 357; Zgusta 2006, 114) . While Johnson uses relatively few hedges, Collegiate-2004 resorts to them most often. The fact that it has the largest total number of hedges is arguably due to the developed system of sense division, with hedges being used as sense dividers. Along with Arabic numerals, letters, parenthesized numerals, and colons, which indicate various levels of the hierarchy of senses, the dictionary uses esp(ecially), specif(ically), also, and broadly to indicate "a particular semantic relationship" between (sub-)senses (The Collegiate 2003, 20a) . In addition, it employs a hedge as to indicate "that the following subsenses are typical or significant examples" (ibid.), for example:
billow ... 1 : WAVE; esp : a great wave or surge of water 2 : a rolling mass (as of flame or smoke) that resembles a high wave billy club ... a heavy usu. wooden club; specif : a police officer's club binary ... something made of or based on two things or parts: as a : binary star b : a binary number system outgas 1 : to remove occluded gases from usu. by heating; broadly : to remove gases from putting green a smooth grassy area at the end of a golf fairway containing the hole; also : a similar area usu. with many holes that is used for practice
As Table 3 demonstrates, the above hedges occur in both editions of the Collegiate significantly more often than chance would predict. They are distinctively associated with this dictionary. In addition to the hedges indicating relations between particular senses, the Collegiate (in both editions) displays a significant preference for usu(ally) and often as indicators of typicality within definitions (e.g. aspersion "a sprinkling with water esp. in religious ceremonies" Collegiate-2004). Neither of the above uses is original in lexicography, as they can be traced back to earlier dictionaries, notably Webster, of which the Collegiate is a remote descendant. 17 Nevertheless, as far as sense-division is concerned, the Collegiate has exploited hedges to a remarkable extent. Of all the popular dictionaries, Chambers uses the least number of hedges. One of the reasons for this is a marked tendency to use brief definitions, a strategy resulting from the policy of all-inclusiveness. Brief definitions, often in the form of a string of near-synonyms, which are a distinctive feature of Chambers, leave little room for prototypical information. The comprehensive coverage of meanings, which Chambers aims at, stems from the desire to make the dictionary useful in reading a vast range of texts. Chambers' aim of comprehensiveness is pursued by the coverage of literary words and senses used by Shakespeare, Spenser, and Milton, as well as the vocabulary pertaining to non-English varieties of English (e.g. Scottish English). The need to provide the user with peripheral, rare, and less predictable meanings outweighs the need to give the details of prototypical meanings, which the native user is familiar with (cf. Geeraerts 2006: 330) . Yet the two editions of Chambers have their own distinctive set of hedges: etc, like, and e.g. occur significantly more frequently in this dictionary than one may expect by chance (see Table 3 ). Unlike the Collegiate, Chambers does not use hedges as markers of the hierarchy of senses. 18 The other popular dictionaries, COD-2011 and NODE-1998 , share a few characteristic hedges: or, typically, such as, chiefly, regarded (see Table 3 ). These are arguably traces of the same methodology of preparing definitions; note that both dictionaries were compiled by the same editor and that the former dictionary drew heavily on the latter (Preface to COD-2011). However, NODE-1998 has a few other hedges that are distinctively associated with this dictionary: especially, considered, likely, and in particular. The last expression is noteworthy, as it is used systematically to introduce specialized cases of a core sense, as in:
crossbar ... a horizontal bar fixed across another bar or between two upright bars, in particular: ▪the bar between the two upright posts of a football goal. ▪the horizontal metal bar between the handlebars and saddle on a man's or boy's bicycle.
It is the only hedge used in NODE-1998 consistently to specify the type of relationship that holds between a core sense and one or more sub-senses. As the only dictionary for foreign leaners, LDOCE-2005 has its own distinctive set of hedges, which occupy the most extreme positions in the right section of Figure 2 , relatively close to this dictionary. It is clear that the dictionary displays a marked preference for etc ., very, such as, rather, considered, likely, for example, in a way, typical, seem, definitely ( see also Tables 3 and 2) . These words and expressions belong to the restricted defining vocabulary, which is intended to make the definitions accessible to the learner. They were selected largely according to the criterion of frequency and range in the language, in order to ensure that their form and meaning is straightforward and leaves little room for misinterpretation. This policy differs radically from that employed in some native-speaker dictionaries which permit words in peripheral meanings, for instance, while LDOCE frequently uses for example to introduce prototypical examples, Johnson, Webster, and the Collegiate consistently use as to this end.
Finally, it is worth noting that 25% of the hedges (i.e. 21 hedge types) under consideration are not used in any definition (see Table 2 ). This can be explained by the fact that some of them, such as mutatis mutandis, par excellence, quintessential, in a manner of speaking are too formal to be admitted into definitions in a systematic way. In turn, pretty much and so to say are excluded due to their informality.
Conclusions
The foregoing analysis suggests several conclusions. Firstly, the fact that hedges are used more extensively in the recent editions of the popular dictionaries (i.e. Chambers-2011 and the Collegiate-2004) than in the editions published prior to the 1970s suggests that contemporary defining practices in these dictionaries must have been inspired by prototype theory. Being part of the defining metalanguage, they are imposed on lexicographers by editors through dictionary style manuals. Their use is more conscious and controlled now than in the past, with the aid of dictionary writing systems, which help the editor manage the production of a dictionary and execute consistently the dictionary policy (Abel 2012) . Besides being used as indicators of prototypical elements of meaning within a definition, hedges are applied to highlight sense relationships. While the former use has been widespread in the English dictionaries, the latter is not. Prototype theory, however, is not the only factor determining the use of hedges. The analysis of the sample shows that while the intensification of the use of hedges in the recent popular dictionaries should be attributed to the influence of this theory on dictionary editors, the high rate of hedges in early dictionaries (notably the OED-1928 and Webster-1865) suggests that other factors must be at play. A few aspects relevant to dictionary function (Tarp 2008) emerge as key factors: the depth of treatment, dictionary type, and defining policy. Hedges are particularly useful in large-scale dictionaries compiled on historical principles (such as the OED), as the full account of the history of word meanings would be impossible to achieve without them. They are also useful in desk-size dictionaries that aim at thoroughness of treatment (cf. Geeraerts 1997). Their frequent use in Webster-1865 results partly from the systematic strategy of combining Johnson's definitions and examples by means of "as". On the other hand, they are less common in dictionaries that rely heavily on brief and synonymous definitions (such as Chambers). Other factors such as individual lexicographers' preferences and the stylistic guidelines as specified in dictionary style manuals cause that different dictionaries show marked preferences for different sets of hedges.
Finally, it is hardly surprising that hedges have been used more or less extensively in the English dictionaries since Johnson-1785. Arguably, the wellestablished use of hedges in English lexicography results from their usefulness, if not necessity: they enable the definer to achieve what otherwise would be difficult to achieve: economy of expression, as well as reliability and thoroughness of description.
Endnotes
1.
John Taylor mentions examples of adjectives (true, real), suffixes (-ish), conjunctions (in that, and, or), certain lexical and auxilliary verbs (seem, appear, may, can), and even inverted commas (1995: 76).
2.
However, the overuse of hedges in definitions has been criticized by Anna Wierzbicka, who considers them as "visible signs of indecision and analytical failure" (1996: 269).
3.
The former specifies the class to which an object being defined belongs, and the latter, the features distinguishing the object from other members of the class (Svensén 1993 While the classical definition is effective in defining large sections of the lexicon, it is clearly not suitable for those areas of lexis which display taxonomic gaps (Adamska-Sałaciak 2012).
5.
A much-quoted definition of door in Webster's Third International (1961) occupies 11 lines of text (Atkins and Rundell 2008) .
6.
The sampling was aided with an R function called sample, which allowed for a random selection of page numbers. Initially, 30 pages from each dictionary were drawn. However, due to the different density of the dictionaries texts, further pages were selected from the dictionaries with the lower text density in order to reduce differences in sample sizes. The error caused by the different sample sizes was further minimized by the normalization of hedge frequencies.
7.
The images were processed with ABBYY FineReader 11.
8.
Lakoff 's list (1973: 472) has 67 items collected under the heading "Some hedges and related phenomena".
9.
Among the hedges excluded from the study were those that were computationally intractable (e.g. "he's another (Caruso/Lincoln/ Babe Ruth/ ...)" and those likely to produce false hits (e.g. a suffix "-ish", which is often used in the nationality sense, as in English).
10. The program was written in R, an open source programming language (R Development Core Team 2013).
11. The binomial test was conducted with the binom.test function in R, with the alternative argument set to "greater" for a one-sided test. The test calculated for each cell the probability of the observed value given the expected probability. The latter was computed by multiplying the column frequency total by the row frequency total and dividing the result by the total frequencies in the table (for the rows 1-30) (see also Gries and Stefanowitsch 2006; Janda 2013; Stefanowitsch and Gries 2003) .
12. The values equal 0 or lower than the significance level 0.05 indicate that the frequencies are statistically higher than those expected by chance. At nice, there are 9 and 14 senses, respectively.
16. Although the current study was conducted on the 1865 version of Webster, it is the same edition as that published in 1864.
17. The Collegiate series derives from the unabridged Webster's International Dictionary (1890) (and its revisions), which in turn is a direct descendant of Webster's famous revision of 1864.
18. In Chambers-1952 sense arrangement generally adheres to the historical principle, whereby the first definition describes the "original" or early meaning, and the following ones cover a series of secondary meanings "branching out and diverging from" the original one (Chambers-1952: vii) . Although the linear presentation of senses, separated by colons, is a practical space-saving strategy, it creates a simplified picture of sense relations, implying that secondary meanings derive directly from one and the same etymological root. A more sophisticated presentation of senses, arguably inspired by prototype theory, is found in COD-2011.
The dictionary organizes senses according to typicality, providing more than one core sense and subsenses deriving from the core.
